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Workshop and Conference Organization
27 workshops organization and support at ICRA, IROS and 

outside RAS, to encourage interdisciplinary discussions



Here at IROS 2022

WORKSHOPS AND COMPETITIONS

1. Interactive Service Robot Competition in Cyberspace organized in conjunction with IEEE/RSJ IROS 2022.
2. Behavior-driven Autonomous Driving in Unstructured Environments (BADUE) workshop at IEEE/RSJ 

International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS 2022), endorsed by the TC CORO
3. Ergonomic Human-Robot Collaboration: How Cognitive and Physical Aspects Come Together workshop at 

IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS 2022), endorsed by the TC CORO
4. Robot Trust for Symbiotic Societies (RTSS) workshop at IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent 

Robots and Systems (IROS 2022), endorsed by the TC CORO
5. Social and Cognitive Interactions for Assistive Robotics (SCIAR) workshop at IEEE/RSJ International 

Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS 2022), endorsed by the TC CORO
6. Workshop on Human Theory of Machines and Machine Theory of Mind for Human-Agent Teams 

(TOM4HAT) at IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS 2022), endorsed 
by the TC CORO

7. Artificial Intelligence for Social Robots Interacting with Humans in the Real World (intellect4hri) workshop 
at IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS 2022), endorsed by the TC 
CORO

8. Life-long Learning of High-level Cognitive and Reasoning Skills workshop at IEEE/RSJ International 
Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS 2022), endorsed by the TC CORO

https://iros2022.org/program/competition/#toggle-id-2
https://gamma.umd.edu/workshops/badue22/
https://hri.iit.it/it/iros-2022-b-workshop/
https://www.trustworthyrobots.eu/rtss-workshop/
https://sciar-workshop.github.io/
https://sites.google.com/andrew.cmu.edu/tom4hatworkshop
https://intellect4hri.sciencesconf.org/
https://lifelongrobotics.github.io/


Organized by Shingo Shimoda on December 
21st 2020 with TC members as panelists. 

Review paper:

Exemplar activity
Open on-line round table:

The discussion ranged from the basic skills 
for cognitive functions to the 

implementation in the real world. 

The whole discussion is available online at 
https://youtu.be/Q7dMo4dQqKw

https://youtu.be/Q7dMo4dQqKw


Steering IEEE 
Transactions on Cognitive 
and Developmental 
Systems (TCDS) is an 
important contribution to 
encourage the discussions 
on cognitive robotics. 

First impact factor in 2017: 1.952
In 2019: 2.755
Now risen to 4.546



Organization and technical supports of 
IEEE International Conference on 
Development and Learning and on 
Epigenetic Robotics (ICDL)

ICDL targets not only robotics people but also the
researchers in the field of psychology and human
science, with the joint goal of further
understandings human development and learning
systems, and of creating robots inspired by the
human cognitive systems.



Courses and Schools

• The IEEE RAS CEMRA Program for Creation of Educational 
Material in Robotics and Automation supported the creation of 
an introductory course on cognitive robotics in 2020.

• Online course: Design and Implementation of Cognition-
Enabled Robotic Systems. Michael Beetz, David Vernon, Joern
Syrbe. On the German open KI Campus platform (https://ki-
campus.org/courses/cognitionrobot-ub2021?locale=de )

• 2021 EASE Fall School for cognition-enabled robot manipulation 
(https://ease-crc.org/fall-school-2021/) (virtual school)

• 2022 EASE Fall School for cognition-enabled robot manipulation 
(https://ease-crc.org/fall-school-2022/)

http://www.cognitiverobotics.net/
https://ki-campus.org/courses/cognitionrobot-ub2021?locale=de
https://ease-crc.org/fall-school-2022/


Dissemination activities to general public

• Free downloadable educational children book on cognitive 
robotics in the book series “Finja Finds it Out Again!!” and 
the title “the mysterious robot'” for school pupils grades 3-6. 
The EASE center provides a free downloadable version in 
English and free class sets.

• The Ashesi Innovation Experience (https://ashe.si/aix) is an 
two-week enrichment programme we run annually at Ashesi 
University for high school students from across Ghana and 
other parts of Africa. It includes a one-week hands-on 
robotics workshop.

• Virtual activity “Trip in the mind of a robot” (in Italian), 
(https://short.iit.it/contact ) a video adventure for children 
and adults providing insights on the actual capabilities of 
current robots with researchers’ explanations (first 
presented on Oct 2021) 

• Invited webinar on Promoting STEAM disciplines for girls 
dedicated to primary schools of Regione Liguria organized 
by “Progettiamoci il futuro” and Regione Liguria, 8th March 
2021 (Italian)

• Participation at the round table “Encounter with 
extraordinary European women in science” dedicated to 
secondary school students and organized by France 
Ambassy and Institut français Italia. Rome, Italy, 11th 
February 2022. Also in streaming with about 2000 
visualizations. https://youtu.be/mU2JCi5pdsU?t=5037

https://ashe.si/aix
https://short.iit.it/contact
https://youtu.be/mU2JCi5pdsU?t=5037


Books and book chapters on cognitive robotics

Important books and book chapters on 
cognitive robotics have been published 
by the members of the TC and by the co-
chairs in the past three years

(in particular Cangelosi, A. and Asada, M. 
(2021), Eds., Cognitive Robotics, MIT 
Press, with the chapter "Cognitive 
Architectures" by David Vernon; and the 
entry “Cognitive Robotics” by Sandini, G., 
Sciutti, A., and Vernon, D. (2021) in the 
Encyclopedia of Robotics, Ang, M., Khatib, 
O., Siciliano, B. (Eds.), Springer, Berlin, 
Heidelberg.)



Plans for next years
Challenge for cognitive robotics: 
show adaptivity and learning over 

long-term interaction with the 
environment and with human 

partners. 

An architectural view of the robot cognition 

Enabling dyadic and group interactions

Enabling prospection and internal simulation and 
building a proper memory system. 

Addressing these challenges requires a strong multidisciplinary participation

Hence, we plan for the next three years
to keep the discussion on these topics
active, ideally across different
disciplines, through the support and
the organization of events, of
dedicated special issues and the
participation to relevant initiatives.

Co-chair M. Beetz 
coordinates a focal point

Coordinated by Emeritus Co-Chair: G. Sandini



Plans for next years

We will continue to update the website, but we will consider the
opportunity to exploit also different channels of communications (such as
twitter or instagram) to reach a wider audience.

All-coro-tc

Additionally, we will continue to moderate and handle the mailing list,
which provides the members with the opportunity to exchange news
and announcements on the TC topics.

*

* 230 + 7 under review



Get in touch!

• Check the website to find the new events our members organize 
- https://www.ieee-ras.org/cognitive-robotics/

• Tweet with #CognitiveRobotics and #TC_CORO when speaking of 
topics relevant for the Cognitive Robotics domain

• Join the TC and the mailing list to be updated

• Write to alessandra.sciutti@iit.it your ideas/proposals on how 
the technical committee can help or support the field and your 
activities.

https://www.ieee-ras.org/cognitive-robotics/
mailto:alessandra.sciutti@iit.it

